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INTRODUCTION

Even before 2020, there were many articles covering the challenging state 
of the retail industry. In-store retail was changing at an unprecedented 
speed; discount stores were growing and online sales figures continued 
to rise. 
Parallel to this, and thanks to improving technology enabling greater  
transparency, shoppers were becoming savvier and their expectation 
of brands was ever increasing. 
In this climate, it would be understandable to ask whether loyalty is a  
reasonable expectation.
In How Brands Grow: What Marketers Don’t Know, Professor Byron 
Sharp said: “Loyalty is everywhere. But it’s not the sort of loyalty that 
we thought. We are loyal switchers”.  In fact, analysis showed that  
two-thirds of consumers were more likely to switch to a competitor that  
provided the best customer service, value or experience than  
stick with a brand they have shopped with for years. This 
meant retailers and brand owners were already under growing  
pressure to truly understand their customers and retain them.  
Communicating with those shoppers in a compelling way was essential 
when trying to grow relationships, win custom and increase loyalty.

Then in 2020, the game changed. All bets were off. Change and  
uncertainty has never been as great as in the last few months. Whatever 
we thought we knew about customer behaviour is arguably brought 
into question.  
For many of us, our experiences during the last few months will have 
perhaps permanently changed the way we shop. It is therefore logical 
to expect that what we thought was true about our customers, will now 
no longer be the case or at the very least, it is worthy of review.

Throughout this paper, we will explore brand and retailer loyalty 
through the lens of 2020 and shed some light on what could be the  
retail industry’s new approach to driving strong shopper loyalty through  
behavioural marketing.
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Consumers  
will start to  
analyse  
aspects  
of their
shopping 
experience  
that they had 
perhaps  
previously 
overlooked.

WHY COVID-19 PRESENTS OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
SOME AND CHALLENGES FOR OTHERS.

The restrictions imposed by social distancing continue to have a significant impact 
on where, when and how we shop. Many of us will have visited retailers we wouldn’t 
have considered before and bought products from brands we wouldn’t usually 
choose.   
Pre COVID-19, research from Washington University in St. Louis found that 
customers will often visit a variety of supermarkets to pick up food shopping. 83% 
of households regularly shopped an average of six different brands and formats of 
grocery store in a single year.

Throughout 2020 our shopping behaviour has 
changed dramatically. Our experiences during this 
period will affect our choices in the future.

During a period of high emotion and uncertainty, our interactions with brands and 
retailers will have either reinforced or challenged some of our existing beliefs. 
We will start to analyse aspects of the shopping experience that had perhaps been 
previously overlooked.
For example, in store safety; 
• How quick were retailers to implement social distancing? 
• How safe do I feel in-store? 
• Are shopper numbers controlled within the store? 
This thought pattern can then extend further to contemplate corporate responsibility: 
• How are staff being looked after?  
• How are they promoting their brand through media during these complex times? 
• What changes to their advertising approach have I noticed? 
One example of this was Easter… how many large retailers still showed family 
gatherings around a dining table or Easter Egg hunts in the garden with 
grandparents?

Then there are more practical considerations that consumers won’t have needed to 
consider before when making a brand choice: 
• I used to shop en route to work but which shop is closest to home now? 
• How long is the wait to enter the supermarket? 
• What are stock levels like? 
• What if they don’t have what I need, I don’t want to make multiple trips? 
• Has my financial situation changed and therefore can I still afford to shop at the        
   same places?

Many of us have been driven to shop in ways and via channels that could be 
completely new. A great number of us have turned to online shopping to comply 
with social distancing and this is a new experience. Trust can be lost through the 
smallest inconvenience or mis-met expectation. How many of our favourite items 
have been substituted? Maybe delivery slots have been unavailable with our 
preferred brand and we are driven into the arms of another. This of course brings 
fresh opportunity to impress and delight a brand new audience, an opportunity to 
convert brand sightseers into lifelong shoppers of value. 



There is 
an underlying 

level of anxiety
to our

shopping trips.
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Making an emotional connection  
with your customers.  

Shoppers have faced a range of unprecedented circumstances during 
lockdown and this will continue for the rest of the year. Feeding the family is 
a bigger thought process than ever before. 
Making sure shoppers understand how the retailers are working for 
the safety and benefit of both staff and public at large is a key part of 
maintaining a strong relationship. 
To bring this example to life we can look at the effect on pricing attributed 
to the shift in shopping behaviours since COVID-19 hit. Across the last few 
weeks, many shoppers have noticed an increase in their grocery shopping 
bills. However, in most instances, this is not due to increased prices. Instead, 
it is the result of the removal of most on-shelf promotions; something 
implemented to curtail bulk buying and maintain availability for shoppers.

If customers understood the rationale for removing promotions then they 
would likely have been a lot more understanding.
Greater transparency from retailers and manufacturers will help to drive trust 
and a deeper connection that will carry forward in loyalty for the coming 
months and years.

Level of promotions down -19.5%
in latest 12 weeks  (data to 30.05.20)

Visit IRI’s CPG Inflation Tracker to monitor changes in pricing 

across both edible and non-edible categories. 

https://advantage.iriworldwide.com/Engineering/covid19/?c=uk


Changing product ranges will have impacted our 
choices.

During the lockdown, many range decisions were made in an emergency in 
an effort to maintain availability. 
   
As we move to a more steady position, retailers will be required to make 
more customer centric range decisions and a broader, more flexible range 
will become more important.
We anticipate the rate of innovation to return to pre-COVID-19 levels 
as retailers and suppliers alike look to maintain share of spend through 
differentiation and deliver against emerging shopper needs while offering a 
continued flow of new and exciting products.
However, the innovation launch model and criteria for success will need to 
change. A customer pull rather than a manufacturer led push strategy will 
be necessary. With shoppers reluctant to dwell in store browsing aisles, 
innovation must meet a clear need and be compelling to grab attention.

Now, we see what a total shop looks like.

For the first time, customers have been restricted by government guidelines 
and how we carry out ‘essential household’ shopping has changed.   
In a pre-COVID-19 world, it was easy for customers to cherry pick from 
categories across multiple retailers based on a personal pre-defined set of 
criteria, such as quality or price. During lockdown, we didn’t have that luxury.  
We needed to pick from a retailer of choice and buy the majority of our 
everyday purchases from ideally one store in large, infrequent transactions. 
This full basket view has given retailers an unprecedented glimpse into the total 
shopping behaviours of their customers. Having this rich basket behaviour data 
allows us to segment customers to new degrees. We can build a picture of the 
type of shopper they are, for example: 
• Are they an experimental chef or do they prefer meals that are fast? 
• How healthy is their shop? 
• What is their budget? 
• What is the make up of their family unit? 
From here, we gain a deeper understanding of what is important to our 
customers and can start to tailor communications and promotions to what is 
truly relevant to them.
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THE NEW APPROACH TO 'LOYALTY'.

Many retailers used to rely on the classic 'spend stretch' approach to react to 
a dip in overall sales performance or as a way to retain customers; offering 
more loyalty points for hitting certain spend thresholds just slightly higher than 
their average spend or offering rewards for shopping to a minimum frequency. 
However the introduction of social distancing has presented retailers with a 
problem when it comes to campaigns of this nature. 
It’s no longer appropriate to encourage customers to shop more frequently and 
trollies have been overflowing due to either panic or bulk buying, to the extent 
that maximum unit rules were introduced in many stores as well as online in the 
early days of lockdown.
So, what should the new ‘go to’ campaign be? How can brands retain and build 
a relationship with customers and continue to engage with and retain those 
who have stayed with them?
In this climate, 'one size fits nobody'. Retailers will need to work much harder 
to understand their individual customers’ needs and will need to engage on an 
even more personal level than was recommended in a pre COVID-19 era.
Lives will be forever changed by this experience.  The financial impacts will be 
felt by many for months and even years to come.  In the UK the Bank of England 
forecasts an 'historic recession' predicting a 14% fall in GDP in 2020. Financial 
uncertainty will impact retail shopping behaviours and this will continue to 
evolve as we pass through to the economic recovery stage.  It is essential to 
maintain an up-to-date understanding of the customer using data to ensure 
marketing and communications are relevant.
Presenting customers with offers that are affordable and meet their needs at 
the right time continues to be the goal. We need to work even harder now to 
achieve it as we face this ever-changing landscape. Segmentation will be key 
to unlocking this puzzle and we must continue to re-run the algorithms regularly 
to segment customers into the right cluster based on where they sit on their 
own personal change curve. 
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THE 6 LEVERS OF TARGETED MARKETING.

Simply measuring customer loyalty has never been enough for the FMCG 
industry.
With access to so many detailed customer behaviour insights, it’s possible for 
retailers to take their understanding even further and change, influence and 
even predict customer behaviour.
Within this analysis, there are six main levers that allow both brands and 
retailers to work together to reach hyper-targeted customer groups, helping 
them to get the offer right for the consumer and encourage shopper loyalty.
Proactively monitoring and responding to each of these six levers will help 
retailers to direct R&D investment, improve the effectiveness of marketing 
and maximise supply chain efficiencies – all while significantly increasing 
revenue and customer loyalty.

REVENUE LOSS MANAGEMENT
This lever is the precursor to churn. It helps us to understand the types of 
products customers regularly buy and the point at which they start to reduce 
the amount of money they spend with a retailer. Ultimately, it’s identifying 
shoppers who may become a flight risk before it happens; prevention rather 
than cure.
We know that when new competitors or a discount supermarket opens in an 
area, we see customers reducing their purchase of certain types of products.
For instance, fresh meat or alcohol falling from a regular retailer may be an 
indicator that the shopper is starting to buy from a different brand and could 
lead to them switching altogether. 
To proactively prevent this revenue loss and implement strategies to retain 
the customer, retailers can use regular reporting of customer data to spot 
changes in category spending patterns early. 
In addition, it’s also possible to utilise complimentary data sets such as 
local planning permission data to understand when known competitors are 
opening in an area and predict what effect this will have on your customer 
base before opening day.
Responding to this with pre-emptive targeted promotions for certain 
products can be the difference between losing a customer and keeping  
their loyalty.

CHURN
Revenue loss management is all about predicting imminent customer loss, 
primarily at a category level. Whereas churn analysis is predicting when you 
think a customer has stopped shopping with you. As shoppers, we naturally 
tend to stick to a habitual shopping pattern in many ways and this gives data 
analysts a relatively high level of sensitivity to indicators of churn.
If we see a shopper has deviated from their set pattern of behaviour, 
whatever that pattern happens to be in the new post COVID-19 world, we 
can likely determine they have left your brand. The precursor to this step is 
usually reduced spending activity, such as a lower basket value or cutting out 
high value items from the basket. 
Monitoring those early signs means we can identify shoppers whose 
behaviour is abnormal for them and could point towards churn. The aim 
being to identify high value customers and win them back before they say 
goodbye for good.  We learn individual behaviours to such a degree that 
we can calculate a bespoke ‘churn trigger’ for each of them, meaning the 
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subsequent communications are as timely as they can possibly be. 
By picking the right products and promotions for each shopper based 
on behaviours, demographics, location and purchase types, retailers can 
manage both with greater agility.

CROSS-SELLING
Offering promotions or vouchers is a well-known way to encourage  
shoppers back to your brand. But historically this has been done on  
a broad-brush scale looking at behaviours in other categories and seeking  
to mirror that behaviour with the inducement of an offer. Now, using  
advanced loyalty data analytics, we’re able to build a picture of promotional 
response at a channel level. We can tailor communications and offers by 
understanding what promotions have been offered in the past and whether 
they have been redeemed.
We can enhance the shopper experience further by recommending 
complementary products to their existing basket purchases which we believe 
will be of interest to them. This form of precise, personalised marketing can 
generate greater loyalty and engagement with the brand over time, driving 
greater lifetime value.

UP-SELLING
Up-selling helps transition customers into more premium or better-quality 
product ranges. Most retailers have three to four tiers of every product, such as 
basic, premium, organic or branded alternatives. Data analysis can determine 
the existing product categories a shopper loves and offer them better quality 
versions at the same introductory price.
Of course, in the future, this may be highly inappropriate for some customer 
segments as the financial implications of COVID - 19 hit. As a result, it is 
now even more important to understand customer behaviour to infer these 
nuances in people’s situations.

In order to expand beyond your own data set, it’s also possible to 
build patterns of highly-targeted ‘lookalikes’ to optimise your shopper 
communications. This means brand owners and retailers can create personas 
of shoppers that behave in similar ways, such as where they live, what they’re 
buying and their wants and needs, to determine which offers they receive, 
and when.

REWARD AND RETENTION
While retailers always live under the pressure of short-term weekly revenue 
boost, it’s also important to encourage long-term engagement to maintain 
a stable shopper base. Rewarding a loyal shopper base with additional 
benefits such as free gifts, membership clubs or special benefits will 
encourage an emotional connection to the brand and shoppers will be more 
likely to remain loyal. Particular versions of these include recipe idea kits and 
VIP nights for product launches.
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SEASONAL EVENTS
Shoppers prior shopping behaviour around festive periods may be quite 
different this year and so closely monitoring customer metrics will help to 
spot early signs of change to enable you to act.
Whilst Christmas will be different for many of us, the festive season is the one 
time of year that regular shoppers are guaranteed to change their behaviour. 
While a shopper may visit the same supermarket week in week out, they 
often look to a more premium brand for the holidays or a retailer with more 
convenient customer experiences.
Retailers often start analysing data in January for the following Christmas 
period in order to determine which loyalty benefits and promotions they can 
offer to draw customers back. Additional benefits such as easy collection 
points, new ranges or bold product launches can all make the difference in 
the Christmas rush. We can also forecast rising trends for the year ahead  
- such as vegan ranges which will have a big focus for Christmas 2020.

It’s possible to be even more targeted.  Deeper analysis of the data allows 
for even greater precision.  On a daily basis, retailers are able to use the 
data to ask: “what items has the customer not yet bought for their Christmas 
table?”.  Knowing whether you need to offer promotions on their next batch 
of deserts, or even unexpected but essential products such as paracetamol  
- which always has a big spike at Christmas - is valuable information.
To make the most of this fast turn-around period, it’s vital retailers and brands 
have access to data on a daily basis. IRI’s technology can process customer 
data received overnight in a matter of hours so it’s ready for review the 
following morning.

CONCLUSION
Shoppers are reassessing where to shop and what to buy as they attempt 
to navigate through this continued uncertainty.  Throughout the lockdown 
period, consumers have made significant changes to their shopping 
behaviour and as restrictions are eased, how we adapt will differ across 
households. Our responses will be individual.  Because of that, arguably 
what we thought we knew about shoppers is brought into question and it 
is vital for retailers and brands to connect with the changing needs of their 
shoppers.
In uncertain times, decisions can be de-risked by being more data led but 
the ability to quickly respond and pre-empt customer behaviour is what sets 
apart those industry leaders from those lagging behind. 
The wealth of data available to the industry has exploded. This has allowed 
many business leaders to move from gut instinct to data-led decisions. 
To do this requires not only the data but also the systems, processes, the 
knowledge, and often a significant cultural shift within the business to 
mobilise itself behind a new insight driven strategy.
As we face an uncertain future, upskilling our teams and empowering them 
with the ability to understand individual shoppers and their behaviours is 
essential to offering a positive shopping experience and increasing value 
for a retailer or brand. Embracing data allows you to take proactive steps to 
meeting your shoppers needs in an authentic way at the right time for them.
At IRI, we help some of the world's most successful retailers and brand 
owners to navigate this data at speed using  IRI’s Liquid Data Platform.  
FMCG businesses have fast access to the insights allowing decision-makers 
to take instant tactical action as well as plan more strategically to improve 
profit and growth for their business.
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Better Customer Understanding = 
Better Business Decisions

IRI’s Supplier Collaboration solutions incorporate myriad data assets such as 
granular point-of-sale, loyalty card and supply chain data, shopper trip missions 
and customer segmentation modelling for a full view of the channel, category 
and the customer.
The unmatched assets of IRI Liquid Data® power manufacturer/retailer 
collaboration putting consumers and shoppers at the heart of decision making 
and helping everyone win.
With a more complete picture of market dynamics and shopper preferences, 
coupled with best-in-class modelling, IRI helps retailers and brands drive better 
marketing strategies and achieve better results.
Current collaboration gateways exist for Co-Op, Boots, Marks & Spencer, 
Waitrose, Conad, Eroski, Ahold Delhaize and many more across our EMEA and 
US territories.

To talk about how IRI can help your business better understand your shoppers 
and consumers, contact your IRI consultant or email us at 
Marketing.INTL@iriworldwide.com
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